To give an example of a national cinema entry, let's take Argentina: Rist first notes the demographics of the country and its film infrastructure; then he recounts the history of Argentine cinema with special attention given to silent films (tango film was especially interesting with music performed live during projections) and later to auteur filmmakers and avant-garde movements like Grupo Cine Liberacion. Bolded text in each entry leads to another entry, making the dictionary an entwined web that ultimately creates a whole circle. The entries dealing with specific film titles, for example, La Hora de Los Hornos (The Hour of Furnaces), prove that Rist read all the necessary bibliography on the subject. Entries offer more than an encyclopedic notion; they describe the essential qualities of a film. The entries concerning actors/actresses are lesser in numbers and only the great heroes/heroines of the screen are given sole entries, such as Oscarito, Grande Otelo, and Carmen Miranda.
Historical Dictionary of South American
Cinema is a gem of a book, both for ardent students of non-Western cinema and for scholars in that field. It is a new found best companion that will always keep the facts and figures safe and within reach. With a great chronology section, a dictionary with a fully entwined web of entries, a brilliant bibliography section structured by countries, Historical Dictionary of South American Cinema has all the right ingredients one would expect from such a title. Peter H. Rist and his eleven years of work on this book prove that sometimes it is better to work meticulously and alone to achieve a great work on the subject of film history.
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